Celebration of World Kidney Day in Republic of Macedonia

2018 World Kidney Day Activity Report

NEFRON - Kidney Patient Association & MZNDTVO - Macedonian Society for Dialysis, Transplantation and Artificial Organs
Activities of Note:

- Celebration of World Kidney Day & International Woman’s Day in Skopje, the capital of Macedonia with all day event which include: lectures, talk, press relies for media, cultural events, meeting between patients, nurses and doctors, granting gratitude from patient’s association to nurses that work on dialyses longest of all and commendations for patients on dialysis who have been treated with hemodialysis for more than 25 years.
- Educational event in Ohrid for citizens and patient

List of media that published WKD press releases or mentioned WKD related activities (newspapers, magazines, online publications, TV, radio, etc.):

Независен, Нова ТВ, Либертас, CivilMedia, А1Оп, Сител, Курир, Ohridpress, Телма TB, 24 вести итн.

- https://time.mk/?q=svetski+den+na+bubregot&search=news&startdate=07.03.2018&enddate=09.05.2018&order=dec
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFHrvcYyuQ

Local World Kidney Day Facebook page:


List of celebrities involved and short description of their involvement:

- Mr. Dushko Gorigiev, Mr. Vladimir Sarach from Kidney Patient Association NEFRON, has a lot of activities for media, event’s organization, producing brochures, leaflets, banners etc with WKD 2018 logo and theme, also meetings with patients and medicines to improve better treatment.
- Prof. dr. Goce Spasovski, Prof dr. Olivera Stojcheva-Taneva, Prof. dr. Momir Polenakovich from University Clinics of Nephrology has educational presentation for medical public and patients, also TV shows to raise public awareness for kidney health in Macedonia.
- State Secretary for Health had own appearance on event organized on the occasion of WKD in Macedonia.
Description of advocacy activities:

Activities for public and media to increase public awareness for kidney health, activities from patients to public to increase organ donation, activities from both association NEFRON & MZNTVO to Ministry of Health & Health Insurance Fond for better prevention and better treatment for kidney patient and commitments for more transplantation in our country.